Device Insight and KUKA announce strategic partnership

IoT and Robotics are converging

Munich, December 7, 2017 – IoT platform developer Device Insight announces partnership with Augsburg company KUKA AG. In addition to being a pioneer in the field of Industry 4.0, KUKA is a leading provider of robotics as well as machine and plant engineering. This new partnership means new opportunities for Device Insight in international markets and innovation, especially in the field of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT).

Through its partnership with Device Insight, KUKA has made the IoT platform CENTERSIGHT® NG an integral part of the IoT strategy of its subsidiary connyun. Device Insight has collaborated with connyun, a start-up specializing in IIoT, for over a year, including successfully networking KUKA’s production. This cooperation will be expanded in the future – Device Insight and connyun are seeking to combine their efforts to realize trend-setting solutions in the fields of Industrial Analytics, Smart Production and Artificial Intelligence.

Equipped with more innovation for IoT international markets

“We are thrilled to have a strong partner such as KUKA on board,” says Reinhold Stammeier, CEO and founder of Device Insight. “Our projects together have shown just how well our Industry 4.0 approaches complement each other. There are clear synergies with connyun, especially in the fields of Edge Computing, Industrial Analytics, Machine Learning and Cloud Computing. It will be of benefit to both of us. Together we will develop the IoT solutions of tomorrow and open up new markets – also internationally.”

connyun regards Device Insight “the perfect partner for our community”, to jointly expand the IoT ecosystem and “offer customers a comprehensive portfolio of expertise, allowing them to use digitalization profitably”, says connyun Managing Director Dr. Christian Schlögel. Dr Till Reuter, CEO at KUKA AG adds: “Our partnership can only strengthen our innovative ability. connyun and Device Insight complement each other perfectly. We can expect great added value for the future of Industry 4.0.”

On Device Insight’s Website you can find further information on CENTERSIGHT® NG.
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High-resolution image material can be requested from deviceinsight@sprengel-pr.com.
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About Device Insight GmbH

Founded in 2003, Device Insight GmbH is a leading provider of Internet of Things platforms, accompanying companies in their digitalization and in the environments of Industry 4.0 and IoT. Its flagship is the IoT platform CENTERSIGHT®, a platform that supports the global networking of machines, vehicles, facilities and devices as well as providing data acquisition, reporting, remote services and alerting. Device Insight works in over 15 countries worldwide with large enterprises and mid-size customers from various sectors, including machinery and plant engineering, HVAC,
commercial vehicles, vending, transport, energy as well as the Connected Home sector. Device Insight’s services ranges from Business Case analysis and implementation to safe IT operations. Device Insight is committed long-term to its customers in realizing IoT projects and as a full-service consultant regarding all IoT Ecosystem components. The company is listed in six categories in “ISG Provider Lens - Germany 2018” by the ISG Information Systems Group. In the fields of “Industrial Analytics and Visualization”, “IoT Logistics” and “IoT Production Logistics”, Device Insight received the award “Internet of Things [I4.0] Platforms, Services & Solutions - Leader Germany” three times in a row.
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